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It is pointless to track one’s progress along the energies of the cosmic sea, when 
independent of the immensely malleable sonic waves, and erase the cessation of 
elevation. The release never reaches the essence and the static repels them 
when they are devoid of the white dwarfs or  their  spiral arms: there is nothing 
tangible in not exploiting the mind/body connection. At last the summit is 
exalted. Minuscule solar  rays expand into darkness, unhinged and must be 
nurtured, thought by thought, until magnified in nerve impulse and then put to 
rest by the still water, thus more quickly compiled, constricted into pools of 
electrical circuits connecting this to that, white and black and back and forth. 
But how seldom are we blinded to the expanding, encroaching, slashed and 
shredded consciousness, thinly veiled by Martian reproductions, shielding how 
expansive they are retreating from one another, unbraided and how often they 
are anchored about! Moreover, if we depart for the uncounted millennia any 
thought of transparent application, in its inertness, we lose sight that it is not 
only here and there, but also along an infinite length, a dimensionless 
promontory, that the seamless past/future only multiplied. The absence of the 
bottom/top and its technology disguised that everywhere timeless presence has 
r e m a i n e d s t a t i c s i n c e t h e s t a r s m u d d i e d t h e 
cosmos––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
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             Lighter than I Remember
Park at the pass   If you pass Pine Mountain   Then you've gone too far    Most 
people will go too far   There are tracks in frozen snow   Likely a coyote's so 
don't worry   A cougar's won’t have claws    That's how you can tell still   Stay 
back from the ledge   The firing range opens at dusk   Have you seen the post 
office   At Millican or  diesel gas or.  Windows in the window frames?   There is 
man with his guitar      There is woman in every song      Leaning on a guardrail 
22 miles to Bend 
100 plus to Burns 
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